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Abstract. By now real time systems of data collection of
neutron monitor network have been created. The main goal
of such systems is early detection of dangerous events of
space weather, such as GLE, caused by arrival to the Earth
of relativistic solar protons. Characteristics of these particles are determined from the data of the worldwide neutron
monitor network by methods of GLE modeling. Traditional
GLE modeling requires data of no less than 30 − 35 stations
and takes a long time of computations. We developed a truncated technique of solar proton spectrum determination by
data of limited number (20 − 25) of neutron monitor stations
and with a simplified procedure of computations adapted for
operative diagnostics of relativistic solar protons just arriving
to the Earth. Possibilities of this truncated GLE modeling for
the early forecast of radiation-dangerous fluxes of solar particles with moderate energies are also shown.

1

Introduction

The worldwide network of neutron monitors still remains a
unique reliable source of data on relativistic solar protons
(RSP) registered during Ground Level Enhancement (GLE)
events. Characteristics of these particles are determined from
the data of the worldwide neutron monitor (NM) network
by means of GLE modeling (Shea and Smart, 1982; Cramp
et al., 1997; Vashenyuk et al., 2009). At present, the systems of real-time neutron monitor data are created. One
of such systems is the NMDB (Neutron Monitor Data Base
(www.nmdb.eu)). It is created within the framework of the
European project PFP-7. It collects the data of 23 neutron
monitor stations in real-time. In this connection, the task
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of express-analysis of neutron monitor data for derivation of
characteristics of solar protons has arisen.
After obtaining an Alert-signal signifying the GLE onset
(Anashin et al., 2009), the data of NM stations start being
read out from the NMDB Internet-database. 1-min data of a
counting rate of neutron monitors and barometric pressure
are recorded. Subsequently the data are corrected for the
barometric effect. Increase values relative to the background
level before the event are computed. Asymptotic accepting
cones for each station are computed simultaneously. The
data arrays of increases and asymptotic directions for 23 stations obtained in such a manner are input data for the least
square problem. A solution of the problem is flux parameters of relativistic solar protons.
The traditional GLE modeling for determination of parameters of RSP includes solving of an inverse problem
(least square procedure) on the data of the worldwide neutron monitor network. At least 30–40 stations are necessary for such analysis (Shea and Smart, 1982; Cramp et al.,
1997; Vashenyuk et al., 2009). The detailed computations of
asymptotic viewing cones of the neutron monitors in modern models of the geomagnetic field (Tsyganenko, 2002) are
also required. For accurate determination of a spectrum of
solar protons in the rigidity range of 5 − 20 GV, the asymptotic directions are calculated with a step 1R = 0.001 GV for
vertical and obliquely incident particles (Cramp et al., 1997;
Vashenyuk et al., 2009).
Thus the number of calculated trajectories for one station
could reach 200 000. The solving of the least square problem to determine the characteristics of the solar proton flux
from neutron monitor data takes a large amount of processing power and time. From this it is clear that the above
mentioned technique (Cramp et al., 1997; Vashenyuk et al.,
2009), which uses the data of a large number of neutron monitor stations, is not appropriate for an operative forecast of
radiation hazards.
Further, we describe the truncated technique of GLE mod-
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eling including a number of simplifying procedures, which
enables to reduce essentially the bulk of calculations and to
obtain characteristics of solar protons nearly in real-time and
with a sufficient accuracy.
2

GLE modeling technique

The usual GLE modeling procedure of determination of RSP
parameters consists of the following steps:
1. Determination of asymptotic viewing cones of the NM
stations under study by particle trajectory computations in a
model magnetosphere.
2. Calculation of NM responses to variable primary solar
proton flux parameters.
3. Application of the least square technique for determination of primary solar proton parameters (such as energy
spectrum, anisotropy axis direction, and pitch-angle distribution) outside the magnetosphere by comparison of computed
ground based detector responses with observations.
The first detailed description of a GLE modeling technique
was given in Shea and Smart (1982). The improved technique was presented in Cramp et al. (1997), which included
the contribution into the NM response of both vertically and
obliquely incident particles. The inclusion of obliquely incident particles is also present in our version of the GLE modeling technique (Vashenyuk et al., 2009). It is described in
the next section.
2.1

Calculations of primary solar proton parameters
from neutron monitor data with using the complete
technique

The response function of a j th neutron monitor to anisotropic
flux of solar protons can be given by the following expression
(Shea and Smart, 1982):


n
X
1N
=
Jk (Ri )S(Ri )F (θ(Ri ))A(Ri )1R
(1)
N j i=1
where (1N/N )j is a percentage increase in the count rate
Nj at a given NM station j corrected for barometrical effect
by the two-attenuation length method (McCracken, 1962;
Kaminer, 1967). Summation is performed over the whole
range of rigidity variation from R of 1 GV, which is an atmospheric cutoff for a NM, up to 10 GV, which is the upper limit
for energy spectrum of solar cosmic rays suggested in this
study. Thus the current value of rigidity is: Ri = 1 + i · 1R,
GV, where i = 1,n,n = (10 − 1)/1R
∗
J k (R) = J0 R −γ is the modified power rigidity spectrum along the anisotropy axis direction with a variable slope
(Cramp et al., 1997):
γ ∗ = γ + 1γ · (R − 1),
γ is the power-law spectral exponent at R = 1 GV, 1γ the
rate of γ increase per 1 GV.
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J0 is the differential solar proton flux parallel to the direction
of anisotropy with rigidity 1 GV.
S(R) the specific yield function (Debrunner et al., 1984), coordinates 8 and 3 determine the anisotropy axis direction in
the GSE system;
C the parameter characterizing the pitch-angle distribution
(PAD) which is assumed to be a Gaussian: F (θ (R)) ∼
exp(−θ 2 /C). The parameter C = 2σ 2 determines a Gaussian width at a level of 0.7 from the maximum.
Accordingly, the parameters of a flux of relativistic solar protons outside the magnetosphere can be determined by
characteristics of rigidity spectrum J0 , γ , 1γ , anisotropy
(symmetry) axis direction 8 and 3, and the pitch angle distribution characterized by parameter C defined above.
θ (R) is the pitch angle for a given rigidity. The function
A(R) is equal to 1 for allowed and equal to 0 for forbidden
trajectories. Thereby, six parameters have to be determined:
J0 , γ , 1γ , C, 3, 8 that describe the relativistic solar proton
flux outside the magnetosphere by solving the least square
problem, i.e. finding the minimum of the following function:
G(J0 ,γ ,1γ ,C,3,8)
X
=
(1NL (J0 ,γ ,1γ ,C,3,8) − 1DNL )2

(2)

L

where L is the number of a station, 1NL is calculated and
1DNL is the observed count rate increase at the NM station L, respectively. As a measure for the quality of the optimization we use the quantity 16/6 where 16 is right hand
part of relation (2) and 6 is the sum of percentage increases
at all stations. According to our experience 16/6 ≤ 5% is
a good condition of the optimization process (Vashenyuk et
al., 2009).
It is necessary to note that expression (1) is suitable only
for simplified calculations including only particles with vertical incidence.
In the advanced computational models (Cramp et al.,
1997; Vashenyuk et al., 2009) the contribution into the response from obliquely incident particles is taken into account. These models also use pitch-angle distribution functions that are more complicated than the Gaussian. Still,
in the simplified computational model considered below, we
use the response function described by Eq. (1) and Gaussian
pitch-angle distribution.
2.2

The simplified procedure for operative determination of RSP parameters during a GLE in a real-time
application

For determination of RSP flux parameters in real- time the
truncated version of a complete technique was designed. It
includes the following restrictions:
1. Smaller number of NM stations accessible in real- time:
up to 25 stations NMDB against 30 − 40 in the complete
technique;
2. A simpler Tsyganenko (1989) magnetosphere model is
www.astrophys-space-sci-trans.net/7/453/2011/
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Fig. 1. (a) profiles of ground level enhancements at NM stations Apatity (Apa) and Mawson (Maw). (b) energy spectra of RSP obtained
from the NM data at moments I (PC) and II (DC). Blue and red lines are the DC spectra obtained with the complete and truncated techniques,
respectively. The dashed line is extrapolation of spectrum II (DC). The points indicate the spectrum of the time of maximum (TOM),
according to the direct measurements of solar protons on GOES-10.

used instead of up-to-date Tsyganenko (2002) one in the
complete GLE modeling. As input parameter the Tsyganenko (1989) model uses the Kp index. In our truncated
technique we use an estimated Kp-index, obtained in realtime and published at a site: http://www.swpc.noaa.gov:
80/wingkp/wingkp list.txt.
3. Limited time for asymptotic cones computations. That is,
trajectories of vertically incident particles are only computed.
In the complete technique the contribution of obliquely incident particles is included.
4. Larger step on rigidity (1R): 0.01 GV against 0.001 GV
in the complete technique. The 0.001 GV rigidity step is used
only in the penumbra region.
Thus computational time of one asymptotic cone takes
about 1 s on a computer such as the Pentium IV. Accordingly,
the total computational time of cones of 23 available stations
takes no more than 1 min. The computation of the cones of
acceptance is made in real-time for each 15-min interval.
The reduction of number of the input parameters also provided a reduction of the time of solving the least square problem. Examples of GLE modeling with deriving solar proton
spectra from NM data with the complete and truncated techniques are presented below.

3

Examples of GLE modeling

Here we present a few examples of comparison of RSP spectra determined with the complete (Vashenyuk et al., 2009)
and truncated GLE modeling techniques. The modeled spectra obtained from ground base data are compared with direct
solar proton intensities measured on balloons and spacecraft
in the adjacent energy interval of hundreds to tens of MeV.
For test calculations with the truncated model we used a set
of 23 NM stations which are now included in the NMDB.
www.astrophys-space-sci-trans.net/7/453/2011/

3.1

GLE No 59 of 14 July 2000

GLE event No 59 on 14 July 2000 (the “Bastille Day”
GLE) has been associated with the solar flare of importance
3B/X5.7, and heliocoordinates N22 W07. The onset of a radio burst of type II, the probable time of acceleration of particles, was reported at 10:19 UTC. In Fig. 1(a) the profiles of
the increase at the NM stations Apatity and Mawson (Antarctica) are shown. Arrows I and II mark the times when the
prompt component (PC, I) and delayed component (DC, II)
were dominated in the flux of RSP. Accordingly, spectra of
PC (I) and DC (II) are marked in Fig. 1(b). The spectrum of
PC was observed at the very beginning of the event. It had an
exponential dependence on energy and flattens in the range of
moderate and small energies. The spectrum of DC was dominated in the flux of solar protons during the maximum and
decline phase of the GLE. It had a power-law dependence on
energy (Vashenyuk et al., 2006a; Perez-Peraza et al., 2009).
The DC spectrum is calculated using the complete GLE
modeling technique (blue line) and the truncated technique
(red line). We observe good agreement for both cases. Maximal difference between the spectra obtained with the complete and truncated models is 36% at energy of 430 MeV
(Fig. 1), which is of the same order as the methodical error of
spectra determination in the complete technique (Vashenyuk
et al., 2006a).
The spectra of RSP obtained from the ground based neutron monitors, were also compared with the data of direct
measurements of solar protons in the adjacent energy interval of hundreds to tens of MeV. The intensities of direct
solar protons were taken at times of corresponding maxima
(TOM spectrum measured in the period of 11:00−18: UTC).
One can see that the extrapolation of the power law spectrum of the DC (II) agrees well with the direct measurements
of solar protons on GOES-10 spacecraft up to energies of
Astrophys. Space Sci. Trans., 7, 453–458, 2011
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Fig. 2. Energy spectra of the delayed component of RSP, obtained
from the NM data. Blue and red lines are the DC spectra obtained
with the complete and truncated techniques, respectively. Methodical errors of GLE modeling with the complete technique are shown.
The dashed line is extrapolation of the DC spectrum. Points is a
spectrum of the time of maximum (TOM), according to direct measurements of solar protons on the spacecraft GOES-11 and balloon
measurements.

∼ 150 MeV. At lower energies (< 100 MeV) the spectrum
of direct measurements of solar protons is declined toward
lower energies.
Thus, there is a reasonable agreement between the extrapolated spectrum of the DC obtained in one hour after the
start of a solar flare and simultaneous direct measurements
of maximal fluxes of solar protons on the spacecraft GOES10 in the energy range from 700 to 150 MeV. As the TOM
spectrum at lower energies was obtained in the time interval 11:00 − 18:00 UTC, and at energies detected by neutron
monitors already at about 11:00 UTC, it is possible to make
a forecast of maximal intensities of solar cosmic ray protons
with energies below hundreds MeV based on neutron monitor data.
At the same time, at energies < 100 MeV the spectrum of
direct solar protons is declined (Fig. 1(b)) and the forecast
gives overestimated values.
As to PC, its calculation by simplified procedure is hampered. PC has a strong anisotropy and its reliable determination from data of limited number of stations is uncorrect.
However, the PC does not agree in the range of small energies
with the data of direct solar protons. Therefore for operative
tasks we have to consider DC only.
3.2

GLE No 69 of 20 January 2005

The super GLE No 69 occurred on 20 January 2005 and was
the greatest event since 23 February 1956. The parent solar
flare 2B/X7.1 had heliocoordinates N14, W61. The type II
radio onset was reported at 06:44 UTC (Vashenyuk et al.,
Astrophys. Space Sci. Trans., 7, 453–458, 2011

Fig. 3. Energy spectra of the delayed component of RSP, obtained
from the NM data. Blue and red lines are the DC spectra obtained
with the complete and truncated models, respectively. The dashed
line is extrapolation of the DC spectrum. The filled black squares
represents the proton spectrum of maximal fluxes or the time of
maximum (TOM) spectrum, according to direct measurements on
the spacecraft GOES-11.

2006a,b; Perez-Peraza et al., 2009). Figure 2 shows energy
spectra of RSP delayed component (DC) obtained with the
complete (blue line) and truncated (red line) techniques. One
can see a rather good agreement between the two curves. A
maximal difference in intensities at E = 430 MeV is 35%,
i.e. of the same order as the methodical error of spectra determination in a complete technique (Vashenyuk et al., 2006a).
At the same time, the good agreement is seen between the
extension of the spectrum obtained from ground based observations and direct solar protons. They were measured by
a balloon at the same time (08:00 UTC) as the DC spectrum
was determined. And TOM intensities at GOES-11 s/c were
taken for the period 10:00 − 12:00 UTC.
3.3

GLE No 70 of 13 December 2006

GLE No 70 on 13 December 2006 was related to a X3.4/2B
class solar flare at heliocoordinates S06, W24 which occurred at 02:26 UTC (onset of type II solar radio burst)
The modeling study of this event was performed in
(Vashenyuk et al., 2008a). Figure 3 shows spectra of the
DC of RSP obtained with the complete (blue line) and truncated (red line) modeling technique. One can see a good
consent of these two spectra. Maximal difference between
them is 55% at 430 MeV which is of the same order as the
methodical error of spectra determination in a complete technique (Vashenyuk et al., 2006a). Besides, a good agreement is seen between the extension of the spectrum, obtained
from ground based observations and TOM intensities of direct solar protons measured on the GOES-11 s/c. The TOM
spectrum is declined to lower energies, but up to 150 MeV
www.astrophys-space-sci-trans.net/7/453/2011/
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the agreement between direct and modeled spectra is perfect. TOM intensities at GOES-11 s/c were taken for the
period 04:30 − 06:30 UTC. It should be noted that maximal
intensities of direct solar protons with energies from 400 to
700 MeV were reached near to a time 04:30 UTC when the
DC spectrum on the NM data have been obtained. Coincidence of model intensities with the data of simultaneous
direct measurements is seen. Maximal intensities at smaller
energies have been reached later.

4

Discussion

The presented examples are typical and are chosen from
12 investigated GLEs.
It is convincingly shown, that truncated GLE modeling
gives spectra of RSP with small deviation from the complete
technique.
Our experience has also shown that the truncated technique is reliable enough for an operative forecast of the GLE
development and the early warning of a radiation hazard at
medium and low solar proton energies.
Such a forecast is possible due to the fact of the good consent of DC spectra, obtained with GLE modeling with time
of maximum (TOM) spectra of solar protons of moderate energies (Vashenyuk et al., 2006a). Thus, for the forecast purposes it is necessary to use only the DC modeled spectra. The
PC has too little intensity in the moderate and low energy
domains (Vashenyuk et al., 2006a), and it does not represent
serious radiation danger in some cases.
The observed accordance spectra of the delayed component of RSP, and the TOM spectra of the maximum fluxes
of solar protons of moderate energies, can be a consequence
of unique mechanism of particle acceleration on the Sun.
The probable mechanisms of particles acceleration of delayed component can be a stochastic acceleration by plasma
turbulence (Perez-Peraza et al., 2009) or the acceleration at
a shock wave (Ellison and Ramaty, 1985). Both of these
mechanisms provide a power law energy spectrum and are
effective enough both at low, and at high energies. Therefore,
the energy spectra of solar cosmic rays at high and low energies show the close consent among themselves. Although
the high-energy particles come from the sun and reach the
maximum intensity before the low-energy ones.
For the prompt component the probable generation mechanism is the acceleration by an electric field in the area of magnetic reconnection of solar flare (Vashenyuk et al., 2008b;
Perez-Peraza et al., 2009; Podgorny et al., 2010). This mechanism gives an exponential energy spectrum, which flattens
at moderate and low energies. Derived from the NM data
spectra of PC do not agree with solar proton intensities of
moderate energies. Besides, truncated technique can not
model the PC with an adequate accuracy. Therefore we do
not consider here PC in a context of the article.
www.astrophys-space-sci-trans.net/7/453/2011/
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At energies < 100 MeV the spectrum of solar protons is
frequently declined and the forecast gives the overstated values. Despite of it, advantage of such prognosis permitting in
lack of the direct measurements data to state rather precise
estimation of SCR fluxes at energies, inaccessible to ground
level observations is evident.
With the algorithms obtained by us for the truncated modeling the self-acting program of calculation of parameters of
RSP in real-time was created. The program automatically
starts to work after receiving the Alert signal about a GLE
onset. The result of operation of the program are spectra of
relativistic solar protons (Ep > 430 MeV), obtained in realtime. On the basis of these spectra it is possible to give also
the forecast of maximum intensity of solar protons in the energy range from 100 up to 400 MeV.
Of course, there is no reason to refuse completely from
complete modeling. It is irreplaceable when it is necessary
to obtain precise and detailed characteristics not only spectra,
but anisotropy, and also pitch-angular distributions.
5

Conclusions

In this paper, the simplified procedure of GLE modeling permitting to determine in real-time energy spectra of relativistic solar protons from the data of the ground based neutron
monitor network is described. As against of complete modeling the truncated procedure uses limited number of neutron
monitor stations and the simplified system of calculations.
Nevertheless, the spectra obtained with the truncated modeling little differ from one’s obtained with the complete modeling during a maximum and post maximum phases of a
GLE.
It is shown, that with extrapolation of post maximum RSP
spectra to the moderate energies it is possible to estimate
maximal intensities of solar protons in the energy range of
tens to hundreds MeV. The maxima of intensity in moderate
energies delays concerning maxima on neutron monitors on
1 − 10 h. Thus, using the spectra obtained from NM data,
we can predict maximal intensities of protons of moderate
energies several hours in advance.
Solar protons of moderate energies have the greater ionizing abilities and duration in matching with protons of high
energies. Therefore large fluxes of these protons can represent radiation danger to man and electronic equipment in
space flights. And, thus, with the help of the spectra obtained
in real time from NM data, we can predict also radiation danger in space from protons of moderate energies.
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